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� IMRT was proposed by Dr.Anders Brahme in 
1982. ”? •

� • 1988 – one person knew about IMRT – Anders Brahme

� • 1995 - main planning and delivery techniques worked out • 

� 2000 – all major companies offering products 

� • 2003 – “everyone wants IMRT”. • So: is there anything left to do? Students, 
postdocs, managers, bean counters all ask this. • No! IGRT, non-MLC IMRT, 
Co-IMRT, MMI applied to IMRT, IMRT and molecular genetics.
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� 1982 Brahme et al discussed inverse-planning for a fairly special 

case of rotational symmetry. 

� 1984 First commercial MLCs appeared. 

� 1988 Brahme published first paper on algebraic inverse planning.

� 1988 Källman postulated dynamic therapy with moving jaws. 

� 1989 Webb developed simulated annealing for inverse planning. 

So did Mageras and Mohan. 

� 1990 Bortfeld developed algebraic/iterative inverse-planning, the 

precursor of the KONRAD treatment-planning system.

� 1991 Principle of segmented-field therapy developed (Boyer / 

Webb).
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� 1992 Convery showed the dMLC technique was possible.

� 1992 Carol first showed the NOMOS MIMiC and associated 

PEACOCKPLAN planning system (now CORVUS). 

� 1993 Tomotherapy (the Wisconsin machine) first described by 

Mackie. 

� 1994 Stein, Svensson and Spirou independently discovered the 

optimal dMLC trajectory equations.

� 1994 Bortfeld and Boyer conducted the first multiple static-field 

(MSF) experiments.

� 2002 Commercial tomotherapy began
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� ‘IMRT is a radiation treatment technique with multiple beams in which at 
least some of the beams are intensity-modulated and intentionally deliver a 
non-uniform intensity to the target. The desired dose distribution in the target 
is achieved after superimposing such beams from different directions. The 
additional degrees of freedom are utilized to achieve a better target dose 
conformality and/or better sparing of critical structures’.
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� Where does “Inverse Planning” term come?

� Once, a planning objective was made, saying X Gy for PTV and 

Y Gy for nearby critical organ(s), using 5-10 beams, they tried to 

find the modulation required in each beam, which is non 

negative and that is why the term came.

� Fields X Modulation= desired dose distribution



Why “Inverse”
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Cost function
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Steve Webb(1989)--was probably the first who 

published a paper about the formulation of  

the inverse problem of  IMRT as an 

optimization problem (Webb 1989), 

minimizing an objective function or ‘cost 

function’.
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IMRT

Step and Shoot 

Dynamic MLC

Intensity Modulated ARC 

therapy.

--Tomotherapy
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Objective fluence

Mlc based 

delivery

Compensator 

based

AnalogBinary MLC
Mimic & 

Tomotherapy

Varian, Elekta and 

mMLCs
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� Deterministic Approaches

� 1) Fast gradient descent method ---Konrad---T.Bortfeld---1990

� 2)  Newton’s Method 

� 3) Conjugate Gradient method  -------Helios---Varian

� Stochastic methods

� 1) Simulated Annealing----used  in Peacock system------S.Webb

� 2) Genetic Algorithms

� First MLC based treatment ----MSKCC----1995



Aperture based IMRT or DMPO

� In some recent inverse planning algorithms the 

optimization of the intensity maps and the subsequent 

leaf sequencing step have been abandoned altogether 

and the MLC segment shapes (apertures) are directly 

optimized (De Gersem et al 2001). This approach has been 

called  direct aperture optimization (Shepard et al 2002) 

or direct machine parameter optimization. 
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DMPO continued

� The removal of the intensity map optimization as an 

intermediate step in inverse planning makes the problem much 

more difficult (non-convex) from a mathematical point of view.

� In spite of this mathematical difficulty, practical direct aperture 

optimization algorithms have generated excellent IMRT plans 

with a small number of segments, especially when fed with a 

good initial guess of the segment shapes.
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IGRT
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Starting point….
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General definition of IGRT

� Image guided radiation therapy(IGRT) aims at 

acquiring anatomical information of the patient in the 

treatment room to make decisions based on this 

information and hence improving the quality of the 

treatment.

�

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune37



Systems in use

1) Portal Imaging

2) Ultrasound Imaging__BAT

3) 3D IGRT----KV cone beam CT

4) MVCBCT

5) Tomotherapy Imaging

6) 4D real time imaging

7) ExacTrac Imaging

8) Cyberknife Imaging

9) Digital Tomosynthesis(DTS)

10) Clarity 

11) MRI Imaging

12) Vero

13) Calypso



Portal Imaging
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Aligning using Portal Imaging
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DRR and portal imaging



� In portal imaging the entire depth 

characteristics  or info is put at 100 

cm.  

� One marks any definite margin 

which is 3 dimensional into a 2 

dimensional line.

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune42

Their relative shifts are given as corrections.

One X and Y from AP and Yand Z from Lat.

Getting to “a point”, this is sufficient, but one cannot use it 

while placing with respect to a volume.

So It is a “verification tool”, not a “guiding tool”.



Exac Trac
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� Total Installations:

� India    -------- 10

� Worldwide ----700

� FDA approval in  1999. 

� (with X-ray tubes?)

� (with 6D couch?)     

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune44



ExacTrac

� Combining IR camera and kV X-ray imaging systems.

� In the first step, the patient is brought to position by 

the IR camera system.

� In the second step, the target is accurately located 

using the kV X-ray imaging system, by comparing the 

X-ray images with the DRR’s obtained from planned 

CT data set.

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune45
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MP.2003. 30(12) pp3052-60



� Robust algorithm. Less time consuming.

� Automatic corrections.

� First to introduce 6D couch.

� Needs a watch on its calibration including the couch rotations.

� Use of implanted markers is highly recommended.

� Criticism--- It is only planar images. 

� Does not allow you to see the relative anatomy as 3D 

imaging promises.

� Has a learning curve. 

� Users of ExacTrac and Cone beam imaging, slowly 

tend to perform  less cone beam.
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Concept of CT on Rails.

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune48

C2 is the Column Axis.

Column 0° Column=180°

Int. J. Radiation 

Oncology Biol. Phys., 

Vol. 35, No. 3, pp. 587-

592, 1996



Cone Beam CT
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The algorithm of  Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 1, 

612-619 (1984)] is a widely used filtered-backprojection algorithm for 

three-dimensional image reconstruction from cone-beam (CB) 

projections measured with a circular orbit of  the x-ray source.

A diverging cone of  

radiation beam rotating 

around an object and the 

transmitted data being 

reconstructed to form a 

volume data set is called 

Cone beam CT.



Feldkemp backprojection  algorithm
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The first KV volumetric article from Elekta group

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune51

Red Vol 53.No.5 pp1337-1349, 2002            
More than 1000 citations



First CBCT article
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Jaffray, D., Siewerdsen, J., Wong, J. et al, Flat-panel 

conebeam computed tomography for image-guided 

radiation therapy, Int. J. Radiat. Oncol. Biol. Phys., 53 (5): 

1337-1349, 2002

Williwam Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, MI,USA



Some parameters of the XVI

� Focal spot detector distance—155 cm

� Cone angle-----15°

� Voxel dimensions(nominal)—(0.025x0.025x0.025)cm3
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XVI

� Mounted at 90° to the treating beam

� Uses 40-130 KV

� Uses a fixed SID

� Can be made to a full FOV by combing two scans of 

180°.

� Need to pull and push the detector manually.

� Produces huge artifacts for dental fillings, Hip 

prosthesis and orthopaedic hardware.
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QA Phantom

In kV Cone beams, the SPR can be as high as 

200%, while imaging a huge volume such as 

pelvis. 

Computations : 5 x 10^9 for   256 x 256 x 256



Richter et al RO 2008.
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Higher SPR leads to higher inaccuracies 

in the CT number.



OBI
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Uses 60-140 KV

Flexible SID

Uses more projections(700-800) than XVI

Slightly more doses than XVI

Introduced a year later than XVI

Produces huge artifacts for dental fillings, Hip 

prosthesis and orthopaedic hardware.



OBI images
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Hu et al Radiation 

Oncology 2010. Images with a shunt visible from a 

True Beam.

Courtesy: Dr.K.R.Muralidhar, 

American Oncology, Hyderabad. 



MVCBCT
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Uses the treatment beam.

There is no need of  extra hardware

Cost wise sensitive.

Can produce an image of  27cm 

cylinder(Oncor)
Can produce 40cm for Artiste.

Requires only 200° rotation.

Uses Compton effect predominantly.

Dental implants, Hip prosthesis does not throw huge artifacts.

Resolving low contrast areas require very high doses(Soft Tissue)

Dose to the patient can be 3 to 4 times KvCBCT.



Cone beam arc angle
The Cone beam 

exposure starts at 

270 degree and 

ends at 110 degree. 

That is, it rotates 

200 degree 

clockwise giving 

one exposure per 

degree.



Beam Tune up for CB
The 50 MU/Min 

module is used for 

this purpose. The 

amplitude of  the 

gun pulse is reduced 

to one tenth of  its 

initial value. But, the 

resonance is 

maintained by 

increasing the gun 

pulse to 250pps.



Beam Information

� Reduced beam load makes improved beam 
formation

� Increased PRF improves the granularity (more 
stable beam)

� Low dose per pulse ( about 0.0033 MU)

� Dose per pulse is reduced approximately 10% of 
normal

� Repetition rate is adjusted to 250 pps



Phantom Images

Level-2: Contrast & 

Resolution

Done in the beginning. 

Time to perform: 10 

minutes.

Resolution: 0.41lp/mm.

The software 

automatically finds the 

resolution



The dose at the entrance surface of the arc reach 
about 160% of the isocenter dose for an imaged pelvis 
and 133% for the head and neck region.

The dose at the exit surface falls to about 66% of the 
isocentre dose for a pelvis and 55% for the head and 
neck region.

J.Chen et al   British Journal of Radiology 79(2006) 
587-598.



� MV Cone beam CT

� --------- Somewhat low in contrast

� ---------- Markers are a must for soft tissue alignment

� ---------- Sub MM markers will not be visible       

� ----------High in dose to patients

� Adv    -------It is inline and has the single ISO

� --------Lower SPR(50%) leads lower inaccuracy in CT no.

� KV Cone beam CT

� Adv--------- High in contrast in comparison

� ----------- Markers are preferred for aligning soft tissue

� ------------ Sub MM markers are also visible.

� ----------- Very low doses to patient

� ----------- One more ISO is defined for QA. 
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Artefacts……

� Discrepancy between actual physical conditions of the 

measuring set up and the simplified mathematical 

assumptions used for 3D reconstruction.

� Extinction artefacts                        Apart from

� Aliasing aretefacts                       Noise and Scatter

� Ring artefatcs

� Motion artefacts

� Cupping artefatcs

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune67
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Courtesy: Jorg Lehman
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The arrived at shifts of  

the table are applied 

from outside.

6D couch rotation would 

help in correcting 

rotations, but increase 

the QA load.



Carbon Target Imaging(Kview)

� Uses Carbon target 

mounted at the electron 

scaterring  foil.

� Unflat beam of  energy  4.2 

MV is used.

� Soft tissue contrast is 3 

times more than 

MVCBCT.

� Spatial resolution increases 

to a factor of 2.
� MP.35(12), Dec 2008, 5777-5786
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Thin gold markers not being 

visible in Kview images
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Images from MVCBCT,Kview and KVCBCT—Same 

patient

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune73

Courtesy: 

Dr.Goutham 

Sharon and 

Mr.Prashant 

Shinde. Inlaks 

Hospital, Pune

KVCBC

T



Geometry Phantom
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CT image MVCBCT image

MVCBCT

Carbon 

Target



Visicoil Images



Hip Prosthesis with clear images and overlaying.
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Full volume 

Artiste-

MVCBCT 

images.



What are the –ve side of cone 

beam CT
� 1) Exposure to the patient is high

� 2) Rotation angle and time of acquisition is high.

� 3) Unwanted normal tissue gets exposed.

� In Tomosynthesis(DTS) 

� --------- The exposure is relatively low

� -----------The rotation angle is 40°- 60°( 65 deg).

� ------------It is limited to a particular region/site.

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune79



Digital Tomosynthesis(DTS)

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune80

Med.Phys. 34(8), Aug 2007, 

pp3374-3384



Digital Tomosynthesis(DTS)
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Roatation time is maximum 12 sec

70 to 80 projections are used.

Reference DTS images are made from 

CT or CBCT data set.

DTS is an effective adjunct to the 

currently available IGRT methods.

It is possible to automate the DTS registration and localisation.

The reference DTS image is to be of  0.5mm thick. It means, the accuracy 

of  acquisition and  reconstruction is very demanding.

Three areas such as Soft tissue localisation(contrast is low), and 

deformable organ areas and organs that move make this very tricky to 

localise.



Digital Tomosynthesis(DTS)
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Devon.J.Godfrey et al  Med.Phys. 34(8), Aug 2007, 

pp3374-3384.

Duke Univeristy, North Carolina.



MV fan beam Imaging
� Imaging beam is detuned to  lower value of 3.5MV

� Xenon gas elements are used for imaging.

� Image matrix is 512 x 512 with FOV 40 cm.

� Standard Jaw setting is 4mm for imaging mode.

� Nominal slice spacing is 2mm, 4mm and 6 mm.

� Rotational period for image acquisition is 10s.

� Imaging dose 1 to 3 cGy.

� Image

� -----quality is not very good in relation to   kVCBCT

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune83



� Dose calculation is straight forward.

� It is easy for Adaptive Radiotherapy

� Sooner or later, the using departments do imaging only 

for a short length for aligning.

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune84

1.6mm resolution for 

the high contrast 

object.



2.5 MV beam.
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Coutesy:

Jorg 

Lehmann



Getting full FOV: White paper 
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Volumetric Imaging- Developments

� Shifts were used for correcting patient’s position.

� Shifts were used to calculate systemic and random 

errors. Use them to arrive at PTV margins.

� 6D couch helped in implementing rotational errors.

� Volumetric Imaging helped think about Adaptive 

Planning.

� Real time imaging and its utilities.

A Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune88
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� 15 Lung tumour cases.

� 5mm uniform margin to 

ITV

� Obtained kVCBCT for 

positioning.

� Planned for 50Gy/4f 

using VMAT

� Obtained 55 4DCBCT.

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune90



� The no of projections obtained during the 4DCBCT is 

double or more than the regular projections.

� The data sets belonging to the different phases of the 

breathing cycle were superimposed on planning images 

and movement limits are evaluated.

� Dose due to 4DCBCT is 30mSv(3DCBCT-15mSv)

Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune91
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Conclusion: The movement of  the  tumour 

edges lies within the  limits of  5mm ITV. 



So today, Real time imaging and its 

utilities is the real superiority of KV 

Cone Beam
AMPI-2014 Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune93

KV   CONE BEAM

� 0.75 lp/mm  to

0.8  lp/mm

� ~ 0.66mm  to

0.6 mm 

MV   CONE BEAM

• MVCBCT      ->     0.4 lp/mm 

->     1.25 mm

• CARBON TARGET   ->  0.6  

lp/mm

->  0.8 mm

• 2.5 MV  Beam   ->    0.75 lp/mm

~ 0.66 mm



� In line imaging or the imaging at perpendicular 

geometry, which one would last long or superior?

� If real time imaging does not move to the next step, 

then Inline Imaging would still be a countable choice!

AMPI-2014 Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune94



SRS

� 1951----Lars Leksell coined the term 
“Stereotactic Radiosurgery”

� “the non-invasive destruction of intracranial . . . 
lesions that may be inaccessible or unsuitable for 
open surgery.”

� -----Tried ortho voltage X-ray, particle beams 
and Linacs

� -------At last designed “Gamma Knife”
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History   GTC &BRW
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Steps
� Invasive frame or mask

� Imaging CT,MR and DSA if required.

� Fuse the images.

� Localize

� Target delineation

� Planning.

� Evaluation and approval

� Positioning on the table and verification.(6D couch)

� Treatment Delivery
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Steps for frameless

� Mask preparation

� Imaging CT,MR and DSA if required.

� Fuse the images.

� Target delineation

� Planning.

� Evaluation and approval

� Positioning on the table and verify using 
volumetric imaging(6D-Couch).

� Treatment Delivery
98



Gamma Knifes
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1) Gamma Knife-201 

sources

2) Perflexion-192 

sources-better 

collimator design.

3) Icon-2015: with 

image guidance- for 

microradiosurgery



Gamma Knife

� When the size of the lesion  is below a cm and 
of the order of few mm, GK is the best device.

� Prescription in GK is 50%.

� Not really suitable to treat big lesions of the 
order of 20cc and above.
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Accelerator based.
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Circular collimator arc 

were the starting point.

mMLC based multiple 

beams and arcs were 

started in later 1990s.

Dynamic confonmal arcs 

were used in early 2000s.

IMRS not really suitable of  

small lesions. 
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Conformal beams.

Direct as many as posiible

Make sure Mu/field is low

Ensure no overlap of  beams.

Watch on skin dose. 



Static conformal Arcs and 

Dynamic conformal Arcs.
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Fixed Gantry IMRS.

� For IMRS, beamlets are of size smaller than the MLC 

leaf widths. But, the lesion size is comparable to mMLC

leaf width, so modulation was not very effective for 

small lesions of the order of cm and lower, so IMRS is 

not effective here.

� Hybric arcs and RapidArcs are really successful.

� Treating multiple lesions with single isocnter
using RapidARC/VMAT is really effective 
methods.
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Hybrid Arcs.
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This can be treated with single or 

two arcs now
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Robotic arm based 

system with 

complete degrees of  

freedom other than 

the angles that can 

block the integrated 

imaging system

During treatment, the imaging system repeatedly

acquires and analyzes targeting radiographs, supplying updated

target coordinates automatically through a control loop to the

robotic arm.  
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� (1) The delivery of highly conformal dose distributions to 

irregular target volumes.

� (2) The delivery of fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy 

treatments,

� (3) The treatment of extracranial sites that are not amenable

to localization and/or fixation using conventional stereotactic

frames.

4)   Nodes and pointing vectors give 1320 beams, out of which less 

than a few hundred are chosen and their weights are assigned.

5) The skull model, pelvis model and synchrony makes it accuracy 

to the fraction of a mm.

6) The accuracy for moving target also makes it sub mm accuracy.



SBRT
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Immobilization

� Top class immobilization which reduces the 
movement of the tumour below 5mm.

� Introduction of the ITV contour
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4DCT imaging and binning
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� Use  ITV for moving tumour

� Use slice thickness of 1-2 mm

� Use as many beams as possible including non 
coplanar beams.

� Use gated delivery if required

� Use 5mm or 2.5 mm leaf width MLC

� Use volumetric imaging for IGRT.

� Prefer accurate dose calculation algorithms

� Use grid of 1 to 2mm.
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� Use highly conformal disributions

� Use no of fractions not greater than 5.

� Use optical tracking if possible.

� Use appropriate inhomogenuity corrections.

� Ensure good implementation of small field 
dosimetry.

� Use techniques which have a low treatment 
times.
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� Ensure a Medical Physicist is available in the 
starting of first treatment and  Medical physicist 
is available within minutes for subsequent 
treatements.

� Ensure a Radonc is present during every 
fraction.

� Ensure a tight QA schedule is implemented in 
the entire chain of proccedure.
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